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Indoor air pollution facts, what is indoor air pollution we ask? The rate at which outdoor
air replaces indoor air is described as the air exchange rate.
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Environmental Pollutants and Cancer: Studies conducted in Asia showed that exposure to
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Houseplants together with the medium in which they are grown can reduce components
of indoor air pollution symptoms related to outdoor air pollution.
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Automobile exhaust is a major source of formaldehyde in outdoor air. a "probable human
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de?viewmode=print
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Despite considerable research on cancer and indoor air pollution (IAP) [International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) 2010], additional targeted research is
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Air pollution is contamination of the indoor or outdoor environment by any chemical,
physical or biological agent that modifies the natural characteristics of the
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Researchers are investigating our exposure to indoor air pollution as contributing to rising
incidence of autism, allergies and toxin load.
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